Abstract-Thermal constraint is one of the major cause of capacitor failures. In this paper, a loss model, based on electrode current distribution, is firstly established to determine, by numerical simulation, a temperature mapping of capacitor. This mapping is successfully compared to measurements. Then a shape optimization is led in order to find parameters that give the best lifespan and the larger reactive power provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low voltage metallized film capacitors main use is reactive energy compensation. They are made of two polypropylene films rolled together. Metallization consist in zinc layers of complex shape ( Fig.1 ), thin enough to enable self-healing of defaults. But thin layers imply high resistance and, consequently, overheating that decreases dielectric performance. That is why a compromise has to be found out in order to improve lifespan and increase reactive power provided by capacitor. Considering a part of the capacitor, consisting in two layers of films and two metallized layers (Fig.1) , the current I, along z axes, is solution of the differential equation:
where R is the resistance of the layer, e d the dielectric thickness and o , r are the vacuum and relative permittivity. Solutions of this equation can be found using Airy functions [1] . Then losses can be computed in every part of the capacitor. From this loss model, a temperature mapping can be obtained by coupling it with finite element method. This mapping has been compared to measurements (on existing capacitors) at different voltages and error is lower than 10%.
III. SHAPE OPTIMIZATION Thanks to the previous model, losses and maximum dielectric temperature are known whatever the capacitor's geometry is. Lifespan is very hard to evaluate [2] and no prediction model exists but it is strongly linked to dielectric temperature. That is why maximum dielectric's temperature is kept equal to the value of existing capacitors (thus the lifespan is also considered constant). There are four optimization parameters such as dielectric width and thickness… Considering the number of parameters and simulation time, a supervisor, GOT (General Optimization Tools), is used to build response surfaces. Firstly, it sends geometry data to Matlab to compute losses. Then these losses are sent to FEM software Flux3D that returns the maximal temperature in the capacitor. Finally, GOT builds response surfaces based on radial basis functions [3] . The steps are presented in Fig.2 .
Fig.2 Response surfaces construction
Optimization's objectives are to increase reactive power and to minimize volume. Minimum are searched on response surfaces by genetic algorithms. Finally, Pareto surfaces are obtained and among the solutions three new capacitors have been selected: the first one provides the maximum reactive power, the second one has the best increase in reactive power/increase in volume ratio and the last one is a good compromise (see Fig.3 ). The two last capacitors are particularly interesting because the increase in reactive power is greater than the increase in volume.
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